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EXCERPT 

Introduction 

From male to female, enforced and controlled by my partner Saffi, my life has transformed itself 

from being a feminine, submissive young male to what is now a much more rewarding and 

satisfying life as the partner of my now long-term domme, trained to think about everything to 

do with the satisfaction, both sexual and non-sexual of her.  

Trained but still challenged and stretched by Saffi and others though. 

The degree of control is perhaps the ultimate, a contract to run in perpetuity committing me 

legally to being Ms. Clare Murchison-Penne, this contract being the form of an updated 

indenture, almost mediaeval in concept and very real in actuality. In return for my unfailing 

service, worship and devotion to Saffi, I had a partner on whom I could rely implicitly to make 

decisions for me, a confidante, a partner who loved me and a companion. 

I have the material trappings, a beautiful house furnished with antiques and paintings, plus our 

other apartments in Washington DC and Edinburgh, a lingerie business with Saffi, beautiful 

clothes, access to all sorts of toys a girl would ever need but most of all, the love and control 

from a beautiful woman. 

I also have her family, the Murchison’s, to love and sexually use me as well.  

You, the reader, may ask why and a very easy answer it is. I am intelligent, well read, hopefully 

engaging and social, but I have always needed a woman to answer to and, someone I can turn to 

help me make a decision, but really it is just to have someone to dominate me, to choose my 

sexual direction and to get her satisfaction from it. My previous six volumes have, I think, 

documented this history and my evolution to the woman that I have become. I have tried to give 

a genuine account, in chronology and in detail, giving you insights to some of my emotions, 

thinking and the context of the lifestyle that I live in, as well as the non-sexual interests and 

skills that I innately have or have acquired. And this domme world in which I enjoy residing as a 

submissive, prepared to give myself to my principal domme and others she permits. 

This next volume looks to cover some of the more recent events that have happened and is very 

much the crystallisation of the training that I have had. It covers the evolution of our 

partnership and the twists and turns more recently came my way.  

I pray that in all these volumes that I have written that I have successfully conveyed the 

intensity of love and authority that pervades the relationship between Saffi and me. It is the key 

fundamental between any domme and submissive and, ultimately, it is summed up by a very 

simple but deep-meaning word… “Trust.”.       



Clare. 


